Extracytoplasmic function σ factors (ECFs) represent one of the major bacterial signal transduction 17 mechanisms in terms of abundance, diversity and importance, particularly in mediating stress 18 responses. Here, we performed a comprehensive phylogenetic analysis of this protein family by 19 scrutinizing all proteins in the NCBI database. As result, we identified ~10 ECFs per bacterial genome 20 on average and classified them into 157 phylogenetic ECF groups that feature a conserved genetic 21 neighborhood and a similar regulation mechanism. Our analysis expands the number of unique ECF 22 sequences ~50-fold relative to previous classification efforts, enriches many original ECF groups with 23 previously unclassified proteins and identifies 22 entirely new ECF groups. The ECF groups are 24 hierarchically related to each other and are further composed of subgroups with closely related 25 sequences. This two-tiered classification allows for the accurate prediction of common promoter motifs 26 and the inference of putative regulatory mechanisms across subgroups composing an ECF group. This 27 comprehensive, high-resolution description of the phylogenetic distribution of the ECF family, together 28 with the massive expansion of classified ECF sequences, enables the application of in silico tools for 29
Introduction 33
Bacterial homeostasis is achieved through signal transduction mechanisms that connect the 34 extracellular environment with the cytoplasm. Extracytoplasmic function σ factors (ECFs) are amongst 35 the major signal transduction components in bacteria in terms of abundance and importance of the 36 stress responses they mediate (1) . As members of the σ 70 family, ECFs guide the RNA polymerase 37 analyses of the interplay between ECFs and they regulatory partners. 90
In the light of the above-mentioned limitations of the initial studies, a comprehensive and robust 91 expansion of the ECF classification that reflects the massive increase in bacterial genomic sequence 92 space is overdue. In this work we searched for ECF σ factors in all available genomes and 93 metagenomes of the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) database, thereby 94 expanding the number of identified ECF proteins 50-fold. We clustered the new ECFs into 2,380 95 subgroups with a high degree of sequence conservation. Subgroups were further grouped into 157 96 ECF groups according to genetic context conservation and their putative mode of regulation. As a 97 result, we defined 22 novel ECF groups with no significant similarity to previously described ECF 98 groups. Furthermore, 62 original groups were preserved and expanded with previously unclassified 99 sequences. The conservation of the subgroups facilitated downstream in silico analyses such as 100 prediction of conserved target promoter elements, conserved protein domains in the genetic 101 neighborhood and putative anti-σ factors. Even though the large amount of information collected for 102 each of the 157 ECF groups only allows us to focus on the most interesting findings, we provide an 103 extensive compendium of all the information gathered for each group in the supplementary text. The 104 possibilities offered by this hierarchical, comprehensive classification are illustrated by a recent study 105 that predicts the functional role of C-terminal extensions in two ECF groups, only possible due to the 106 expansion of the number of proteins assigned to these groups (26). This wealth of data represents a 107 comprehensive resource to both computational and experimental researchers and helps guiding the 108 characterization of ECF σ factors of unknown function. 4 assembly was available for the same genome (see 117 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/about/prokaryotes/). This indicates that the presently available 118 number and diversity of ECF sequences should be much larger than previously observed. To expand 119 the library of ECFs, we here performed a comprehensive ECF search in the NCBI database and re-120 classified the resulting protein sequences in a hierarchical approach. First, we clustered protein 121 sequences into fine-grained ECF subgroups with a high degree of sequence similarity, and then 122 aggregated subgroups into coarse-grained groups that share a common genetic neighborhood and a 123 putative type of anti-σ factor. Whenever appropriate, the ECF group names were preserved from the 124 original groups with which they share the same characteristics, e.g. groups ECF41 and ECF42. New 125 ECF groups that are product of redistributions of original groups or that have no significant similarity to 126 any of the original groups were designated with running numbers from 201 onwards, e.g. ECF201, 127 ECF202, etc. Similarly, ECF subgroups were named by adding an 's' to their group's name and a 128 running number indicating the rank in number of sequences contained in the subgroup, e.g. 129 ECF201s1, ECF201s2, etc. (for more details see Methods). The similarity among the ECFs contained 130 in groups allows the identification of common putative target promoter motifs and ECF regulators, as 131 will be described in detail in the following sections. These hypotheses are confirmed whenever 132 experimental reports on members of the group exist. 133
The number of identified ECFs is 50-fold larger than in the founding ECF classification 134
The number of protein sequences in public databases has expanded extensively since the founding 135 ECF classification efforts (1) and we expected a proportionate increase in the number of ECF 136 sequences. To identify novel ECFs, we first extracted the sequences from all previous ECF 137 classification efforts (1, 4, 5) , aligned them and created a general Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for the 138 ECF core region, including the linker between σ 2 and σ 4 , but excluding any potential protein domains 139 fused N-or C-terminally to the ECF (Fig. 1A) . To discriminate ECFs from other σ factors, we first 140 scored this generic ECF HMM against two sets of training sequences -true ECFs from the founding 141 classification and a negative control set of σ factors from groups 1, 2 and 3 that additionally contain 142 domains σ 3 and σ 1 in some cases. This allowed us to define a threshold score that maximizes true 143 positive ECFs ( Fig. 1B; green) while minimizing the number of false positive σ factors ( Fig. 1B; red) . 144
We then selected the non-redundant protein sequences from the NCBI database (see Methods for 145 selection of relevant genomes), for which the generic ECF HMM yielded scores higher than this 146 threshold ( Fig. 1C ). As further quality controls, we filtered for sequences containing the Pfam domains 147 founding ECF classification (1, 4, 5) (Fig. 1C ). The full list of ECFs extracted during this study can be 153 found in Table S1 . 154 5 Next, we analyzed the taxonomic origin of this expanded ECF library to extract/determine the 155 typical/average ECF numbers found in individual bacterial phyla. To enable such statistics, we focused 156 on the subset of complete genomes of non-metagenomic origin, classified as NCBI "reference 157 genomes" or "representative genomes", thereby mitigating bias towards heavily sequenced species. 158
Analysis of 12,539 ECFs extracted from 1,234 of these genomes showed that the taxonomic 159 distribution of species became more diverse than in the original classification efforts ( Fig. 2A;  160 Genomes). In particular, the fraction of the three most abundant phyla -Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria 161 and Firmicutes -was reduced from 86.9% in the original to 77.6% in the new classification. This 162 reduction was accompanied by an increase in the number of species from underrepresented phyla, 163 such as Bacteroidetes and Cyanobacteria ( Fig. 2A; Genomes) . In addition, 19 new ECF-containing 164 phyla emerged (Table S3 , New phyla). Yet, these 19 phyla have a limited contribution to the overall 165 ECF database, given their low number of sequenced genomes. This difference in the taxonomic origin 166 of the species included in original and new classifications naturally changes the taxonomic origin of 167
ECFs gathered in each library. For instance, the fraction of ECFs from underrepresented genomes, 168 such as Bacteroidetes and Planctomycetes, is larger in the new ECF library ( Fig. 2A; ECFs) . This is 169 not the case for Cyanobacteria and Acidobacteria, which contribute a smaller percentage of ECFs than 170 in the original library ( Fig. 2A ; ECFs). These differences in taxonomic composition in the ECF library 171 are reflected in the average number of ECFs per genome, which increases from approx. seven ECFs 172 per genome in the original ECF libraries (1, 4, 5) to about ten ECFs per genome in the new library ( ECFs as signal-transduction system in different phyla, as previously noticed for Actinobacteria, which 181 are particularly rich in ECFs, but also in 1CS and 2CS (5). 182
183

ECF classification 2.0 184
The wealth of new proteins identified in the initial library expansion prompted us to reclassify ECF σ 185 factors into groups with common characteristics. To this end, we first subjected the 177,910 protein 186 sequences of the new ECF library to the rapid MMSeqs2 clustering algorithm (27), followed by a 187 quality control that bisects the resulting clusters until the maximum pairwise k-tuple distance between 188 sequences was ≤ 0.60 ( Fig. 3A , see Methods for more details). Clusters with ≤ 10 proteins were 189 discarded to ensure high sequence coherence within clusters, while preventing an explosion of small 190 clusters with limited statistical relevance (Fig. 3A) . This procedure yields a total of 2,380 ECF clusters 191 (referred to as "subgroups") with a median of 22 non-redundant proteins per subgroup ( Fig. 3D ). 192 6 Subgroups capture 77.3% of the proteins, while 22.7% of the proteins remain unclassified, similar to 193 the statistics in the original classification (1) ( Table S1 ). Permutation tests on subgroups showed that 194 the average k-tuple distance is significantly lower (two-tailed Student's t-test; p-value < 1e-16) in our 195 subgroups as compared to random clusters of the same size distribution, indicating that subgroups are 196 well defined ( Fig. 3F) . 197
Then, we computed a phylogenetic tree based on the consensus sequence of each subgroup. 198 This tree helps to identify the evolutionary relationship between the ECF subgroups ( To identify subgroups with common characteristics, we performed an in-depth analysis of the 209 genomic context of ECFs in each subgroup, and aggregated subgroups into a total of 157 ECF groups. 210
For the definition of these ECF groups, the phylogenetic tree was manually split into monophyletic 211 clades, unless clades shared a similar genetic context and putative anti-σ factor type ( Fig. 3B and 212 methods for more details). Genetic neighborhood and anti-σ factor type were evaluated in the subset of 213 ECFs that come from "representative" or "reference" genomes, as defined by NCBI 214 (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), including only RefSeq genomes when both RefSeq and GenBank 215 assemblies exist. This helps to mitigate the bias towards commonly sequenced bacteria. As a result, 216 76.0% of the ECFs were captured in groups, displaying a median group size of 243 non-redundant 217 proteins ( Fig. 3D ). As an example, figure 3B shows a close-up view on 19 ECF subgroups within the 218 ECF tree, together with the proteins in their genetic neighborhood that feature >50% domain 219 architecture conservation (i.e., a combination of their Pfam domains). Here, it is evident that ECFs in 220 subgroups ECF02s1, ECF02s2 and ECF02s3 share a conserved genomic context with the anti-σ 221 factor RseA, and the regulators RseB and RseC for the former two subgroups, suggesting that ECFs in 222 these subgroups feature the same mode of regulation as RpoE from E. coli (belonging to ECF02 223 subgroup 1). Likewise, the subgroups aggregated into group ECF32 display strong conservation with a 224 2CS and a large number of genes encoding a type III secretion system (T3SS) (Fig. 3B ). The 225 assignment of ECFs to ECF groups and subgroups can be found in table S1. These results underline 226 the previous notion that ECFs with close phylogenetic distance often share a conserved genomic 227 context, the gene products of which are typically involved in the regulation of ECF activity and/or direct 228 transcriptional targets of the ECF (1). This not only provides the basis for the definition of an ECF 229 7 group, but also helps to predict putative functions and regulatory mechanisms to ECF groups with no 230 experimentally described members (Table S2) . 231
To provide a systematic overview on the conserved genomic context in each ECF group, we 232 analyzed the frequencies of genes with a conserved protein domain architecture encoded up-and 233 downstream of the ECF (Fig. 3C ). For group ECF02, for instance, this reveals that downstream of the 234 regulators RseA-C there is enrichment of genes encoding translation regulators (e.g. EF-Tu), even 235 though the specific position of individual genes is less conserved (Fig. 3C ). However, despite the 236 overall conservation of the genomic context within an ECF group, we often find subgroup-specific traits 237 with respect to the positioning and the specific type of conserved genes (Supplementary Text; Table  238 S2), clearly indicating that the definition of ECF subgroups is highly relevant to the biological function of 239 an ECF. 240
In addition to the conserved genomic context, ECFs often auto-regulate the expression of their 241 own genes, allowing bioinformatic prediction of their putative (sub)group-specific target promoters from 242 conserved bi-partite DNA elements upstream of the ECF-encoding operon (1, 28) . When applying a 243 similar analysis to ECF subgroups and groups ( Fig. 3B and C), we found overrepresented promoter 244 motifs in many groups, e.g. ECF02, while others did not show significant motifs, e.g. ECF32, consistent 245 with observations that the latter are not auto-regulated (20). Interestingly, even though predicted target 246 promoter motifs were not used in the definition of the ECF groups, split points that define ECF groups 247 (based on conserved genomic context) usually agree well with similar promoter elements ( Fig. 3B ). 248
However, as for the conservation of the genomic context, we sometimes find subgroup-specific 249 putative target promoters (e.g. in group ECF30 and others in supplementary text), highlighting the 250 added value of the fine-grained clustering approach taken here. 251
The definition of ECF groups based on genomic context conservation is further supported by the 252 statistical properties of the ECF subgroup tree, which typically displays high bootstrap support scores 253 at the rooting branches of ECF groups ( Fig. 3B and E), indicating that these groups are robust with 254 respect to re-sampling of the original data set. To further check the performance of the new 255 classification approach, we created profile Hidden Markov models (HMMs) from the conserved σ 2 and 256 σ 4 domains of all sequences at the ECF group and subgroup level and tested whether these models 257 were capable of faithfully classifying ECF sequences from their own groups ( Fig. 3G and Fig. S2 ). This 258 analysis showed that sequences were assigned to the correct ECF group in 99.3% of cases, while 259 assignment to the correct subgroup was successful in 94% of the cases. The lower performance of 260 subgroup-assignment was not surprising, given that neighboring ECF subgroups share higher 261 sequence similarity than neighboring ECF groups. These results confirm that the definition of ECF 262 groups and subgroups is based on a rational statistical approach and our findings suggest that the 263 used HMMs are specific and sensitive to allow for the classification of novel ECF σ factors in the future. 264 265 ECF classification 2.0 refines original and identifies novel ECF groups 266 8 As a proof of concept, we compared the original ECF classification and the classification presented in 267 this work. To this end, we created HMMs from the original ECF groups and used them to classify the 268 new ECFs gathered here. We saw that many of the sequences classified into a particular new group 269 were also classified into a particular original group (Fig. 4 , ring #1), indicating that there is a broad 270 degree of correlation between the different classification approaches. Accordingly, for these groups of 271 high coherence we maintained the original group names to label ECF groups presented in this work. 272
Further in-depth analysis of the composition of the new groups revealed that 62 out of the 94 original 273 groups are preserved, 21 are merged into larger groups, five remain mainly ungrouped, three are 274 scattered across several subgroups, and three are present only in small percentages in some groups 275 (Table 1 and Fig. S3 ). 276
One case of an extremely scattered original group is ECF01 (Fig. S3 ). This group was already 277 considered highly diverse in the first ECF classification (1) and, based on the relatively unspecific HMM 278 model of this group, it acquired more sequences in subsequent classification efforts (4, 5). As a result, 279
we did not consider the proteins from ECF01 for the nomenclature of the ECF groups in this work. 280
Another highly scattered original group is ECF20 ( Fig. S3 ). ECF20 is present in four main groups of our 281 classification: ECF281, ECF289, ECF290 and ECF291 (Table S2 ). ECF281, ECF290 and ECF291 282 seem to be related to heavy-metal stress, since their genetic neighborhoods contain a conserved 283 heavy-metal resistance protein in position +2 downstream of the ECF-encoding sequence in ECF281 284 and ECF290, and the full operon of a metal efflux pump in ECF291. This function of ECF291 has been 285 experimentally confirmed for CnrH in Cupriavidus metallidurans (ECF291s9) (29). Nevertheless, the 286 anti-σ factors encoded in the genetic context of members of these groups differ. ECF281 features a 287 zinc finger-containing anti-σ factor in position +1, while in the case of ECF289 this protein contains a 288 DUF3520 domain fused to a von Willebrand factor; ECF290 contains a RskA-like anti-σ factor, and, 289 lastly, ECF291 contains a CnrY-like anti-σ factor in position -2 (Supplementary Text, Table S2 ). Based 290 on this anti-σ factor diversity, it seems likely that the cognate ECFs are regulated in response to 291 different input stimuli, thereby warranting the definition of different ECF groups. 292
The last scattered group is ECF10. Even though minor parts of the original group ECF10 appear 293 across the new ECF classification, only groups ECF239 and ECF240 receive most of the proteins of 294 the original ECF10. Even though these two groups are both located within the large clade of FecI-like 295 ECFs (Fig. 4) , members of ECF239 do not contain genes with a conserved carbohydrate-binding 296 domain in their neighborhood, a characteristic described for members of the original ECF10 (1). These 297 proteins have been suggested to be involved in carbohydrate degradation. However, experimental 298 confirmation for this biological function is still pending. 299
Even though scattered original groups are interesting, group merging events are more common. 300
Its high occurrence is probably due to the incorporation of new sequences that bridge previously 301 isolated ECF groups. Indeed, this possibility was considered in the founding ECF classification (1). 302
One example of a merged group is ECF243, which constitutes the largest group of the new 303 classification and contains the proteins previously associated to original FecI-like groups ECF05 to 304 9 ECF09 (Fig. S3 ). The reasons for merging were 1) members of these original groups form a 305 monophyletic clade in the ECF tree ( Fig. 4) and 2) they contain a common genetic neighborhood with a 306
FecI-like anti-σ factor typically in position +1 from their coding sequence and a TonB-dependent 307 receptor in position +2 (Supplementary Text, Table S2 ). Another example of a merged group is 308 ECF238, which contains sequences from the original groups ECF24 and ECF44 ( Fig. S3 , Table S2 ). 309
Members of ECF238 contain a cysteine-rich C-terminal extension of approximately 20 amino acids 310 (Supplementary text), which is likely required for the activation of members of ECF238 when the 311 appropriate metal in the right redox state is present in the cytoplasm, as found for CorE2 from 312
Myxococcus xanthus (ECF238s15) (30). 313
What is likely the most interesting contribution of the new classification are the entirely new 314 groups. We found 22 new groups that could not be assigned to any original group ( Table 2) . Six of 315 these groups contain less than ten proteins from representative/reference organisms and, therefore, 316
were not further analyzed. From the analyzed groups, 10 share a conserved genetic neighborhood with 317 putative anti-σ factors. A special case of these is ECF241, which is located in the FecI-like clade and 318 represents an evolutionary intermediate between groups ECF240 (derived from original ECF10) and 319 the iron uptake FecI-like group ECF242, although ECF241 shows no significant similarity to any 320 original FecI-like group. Instead of the canonical FecR-like anti-σ factor from FecI-like groups, 321 members of ECF241 contain a conserved two-transmembrane helix protein in position +1 or -1 from 322 their coding sequence that in some cases hits the Pfam model for heavy-metal resistance proteins 323 (Pfam: PF13801). Given the lack of an anti-σ factor in a group within the FecI-like clade, we further 324 analyzed this conserved protein. Its N-terminus, the region that typically contains the ASD in anti-σ 325 factors, is not long enough to feature a typical ASD. However, a multiple sequence alignment of this 326 protein with the ASDs of canonical FecR-like anti-σ factors revealed that a putative, divergent ASD 327 might be located in the C-terminal cytoplasmic part of the conserved protein. To our knowledge, this is 328 the first time an anti-σ domain has been predicted C-terminally from transmembrane helices. The 329 second most common regulators of ECF activity in these new ECF groups are C-terminal extensions 330 (four out of 22), with groups ECF287 and ECF288, from Actinobacteria and Firmicutes, respectively, 331 containing cysteine-rich C-terminal extensions, and group ECF294 with a SnoaL-like extension (Table  332 S2, supplementary text). A potential regulator was not found for members of ECF201 and ECF282. In 333 the case of ECF282, the regulation could be carried out by a novel mechanism that involves 334 transcriptional regulation and ClpXP proteolysis, as explained below. 335
Taken together, the ECF groups presented in this work preserve many of the original groups, 336 expanding them with more proteins, and splitting or merging them in some cases. Here, we described 337 the new findings concerning the 22 new ECF groups with no significant similarity to any original group. Given the large diversity of the ECF σ factor family, it is essential to focus on individual groups in order 343 to extract conclusions concerning their biological function, regulation and DNA binding site. Genetic 344 neighborhoods of ECF σ factors typically contain an anti-σ factor with a single transmembrane helix, 345 encoded in position +1 downstream of the ECF coding sequence. However, it is well known that other 346 regulatory elements might be substituting it, ranging from fused C-terminal extensions, to two-347 component systems and serine/threonine protein kinases (1, 7, 23) . Here, we provide an overview of 348 the different modes of regulation present across the groups in the present ECF classification. A 349 comprehensive description of all ECF groups can be found in Supplementary Text and in Table S2 . factors that did not fit any Pfam domain. With these models, we searched the proteins encoded by 10 359 genes up-and downstream of the ECF coding sequence in all ECF groups (Fig. 6F ). Interestingly, we 360 found that most of the anti-σ factors are ECF group-specific, in agreement with previous experimental 361 observations showing orthogonality between anti-σ factors of different groups (28). However, 362 exceptions are the clade that contains ECF222, ECF51, ECF38 and ECF39, which share the same 363 type of one-transmembrane helix anti-σ factor, groups regulated by FecR-like anti-σ factors, mostly 364 located in the FecI-like clade of the ECF tree (ECF239, ECF240, ECF242 and ECF243), groups 365 regulated by RskA-like anti-σ factors, anti-σ factors with a putative zinc-finger, and anti-σ factors with a 366 DUF4179, almost exclusively present in Firmicutes (Fig. 6F ). The number of transmembrane helices 367 on putative anti-σ factors is usually one (82 ECF groups), followed by two (14 groups), six (five 368 groups), four (three groups) and three (one group) ( Fig. 6E ). Soluble anti-σ factors, as defined by the 369 absence of a predicted TM helix, are present in ten ECF groups (Fig. 6E ). However, given that our 370 analysis can only identify soluble anti-σ factors with detectable similarity to existing anti-σ factors, it is 371 likely that other soluble anti-σ factor variants may exist. Additionally, even though we evaluated the 372 similarity of new ECF σ factors to known ASDs, it is not guaranteed that all the new putative anti-σ 373 factors function as such, given the vast diversity, lack of sequence conservation and lack of studies 374 confirming their function. 375 ECF107 contains two putative anti-σ factors, which could be part of the same protein complex or 376 compete for binding the ECF (6), thereby illustrating the complexity and diversity of anti-σ factor 377 mediated regulation. A second example is ECF102, whose only described member, SigX from P. 378 aeruginosa, has been suggested to have a role in mechanosensing (31). SigX is part of a seven-gene 379 operon which includes a mechanosensitive ion channel (CmpX) encoded in position -1, a putative anti-380 σ factor (CfrX) encoded in position -2 and an outer membrane porin (OprF) encoded in position +1 381 (31). Even though original reports hypothesized that the regulation of SigX is carried out by the putative 382 anti-σ factor CfrX (6), new reports suggest that its regulatory mechanism is more complex and involves 383 also CmpX and OprF (31). We observed that these proteins are conserved in ECF102s1. Moreover, 384 the mechanosensitive ion channel is conserved in subgroups 2 and 5, which indicates a similar 385 regulation as members of subgroup 1. A similar case, in which proteins in addition to the anti-σ factor 386 are required for ECF regulation, is ECF31. The only characterized member of ECF31, SigY from B. 387 subtilis (subgroup 1), requires both the anti-σ factor YxlC, encoded in +1, and YxlD, encoded in +2, for 388 its regulation, presumably forming a protein complex with the ECF (32). YxlCD homologs are 389 conserved across ECF31. 390
The second most common regulatory mode of ECF σ factors is the presence of C-terminal protein 391 extensions to the ECF (19 groups) ( Fig. 6B) , which is typically correlated with the lack of putative anti-σ 392 factors (Fig. 6F ). This agrees with the idea that the extension is substituting the anti-σ factor in the 393 regulation of the ECF (33). ECFs with the same type of C-terminal extension cluster together in the 394 same group, i.e., members of ECF42, with tetratricopeptide repeats in their extension, or in 395 neighboring groups, i.e. members of ECF41, ECF56, ECF115, ECF294, and ECF295, with SnoaL-like 396 C-terminal extensions. Given that only the core ECF domains were inputs of the ECF classification 397 process, this supports the notion that the extension interacts with the core ECF regions in a unique 398 manner depending on the type of domain that it bears (26). An interesting exception is ECF205, which 399 also has a SnoaL-like extension but is located in proximity to the base of the ECF tree ( Fig. 4) , 400
indicating that more factors, in addition to its C-terminal extension, determine the sequence 401 conservation of this group. Aside from the Pfam domains identified in C-terminal extensions of the 402 founding ECF classification (1, 4, 5), we identified a domain of unknown function (DUF1835) in 403 ECF264, an extension with five or seven transmembrane helices in ECF263, and a CGxxGxGxCxC 404 motif in ECF288. 405
Canonical C-terminal extensions are usually longer than 50aa, but we found that some groups 406 contain short C-terminal extensions difficult to identify when only looking at protein length. These 407 groups usually lack any other discernable means of regulation, which points towards the short 408 extension as a modulator of ECF activity. One of these groups is ECF238, which merges the original 409 groups ECF44 and ECF24. Members of ECF238 contain conserved cysteine residues in their short 410 (~20aa) C-terminal extension and also in the linker in some instances. One of the described members 411 of ECF238, CorE2 from Myxococcus xanthus (subgroup 15), is known to be activated by Cd 2+ and Zn 2+ 412 via this cysteine-rich C-terminal domain (30, 34). Another characterized member of ECF238 is SigZ 413 from Bacillus subtilis (subgroup 9). SigZ is not regulated by any anti-σ factor and the studies about its 414 function are very limited, since its deletion is not linked to any important phenotype (35). However, 415 association of SigZ with group ECF238 suggests that the two cysteine residues present in its C-416 terminus could have a functional role. Another group with a short C-terminal extension is ECF29, which 417 contains a conserved RCE/D motif in its ~30 extra amino acids. Unfortunately, no member of ECF29 12 has been experimentally addressed, but the absence of a putative anti-σ factor similarly suggests a 419 regulatory role of this short extension. 420 N-terminal extensions of the ECF core regions occur less often, they are generally shorter than 421 canonical C-terminal extensions and they are prone to be overlooked whenever the ECF is translated 422 from non-canonical start codons. The only well-described N-terminal extension appears in ECF121 423 ( Fig. 6C ). This extension has been studied in BldN (subgroup 1) from Streptomyces coelicolor, where it 424 has to be proteolytically degraded to process the proprotein to its mature ECF, which then is subject to 425 anti-σ factor regulation (36). Nonetheless, subgroups from several groups contain N-terminal 426 extensions (Table S2) Other putative regulators of σ factor activity that we often found in the conserved genetic 434 neighborhood of ECFs were serine/threonine protein kinases (Fig. 6D ). ECF σ factors of five original 435 groups have been hypothesized to be directly phosphorylated by a protein kinase (ECF43 and ECF59-436 ECF62 (1, 4) ). We add to the list of protein kinase-associated groups ECF217, ECF267 and ECF283 437 ( Fig. 6D ). Other groups such as ECF40, ECF27 or ECF210 contain protein kinases only in certain 438 subgroups. Proteins from original group ECF60 were not classified by the pipeline since only eight 439 members of ECF60 were extracted. Protein kinase-related ECF groups typically lack co-encoded anti-440 σ factors (Fig. 6D) , consistent with the notion that direct phosphorylation of the σ factor regulates its 441 ability to interact with RNAP and/or the promoter DNA. The only exception is group ECF267, which 442 contains a putative FecR-like anti-σ factor with tetratricopeptide repeats in position +1. Given that 443
ECFs from group ECF267 are very distant from the FecI-like clade (ECF239-ECF243) ( Fig. 4) , it 444 seems possible that this anti-σ factor does not target members of ECF267, but other FecI-like ECFs. 445
However, none of the organisms that contain members of ECF267 contain any FecI-like ECF where an anti-anti-σ factor sequesters the cognate anti-σ factor, thereby releasing the ECF (15). The 454 anti-anti-σ factor is fused to the response regulator of a two-component system, also encoded in the 455 same genetic context, and is able to bind the anti-σ factor when phosphorylated (15). This is unlikely 456 13 the case for members of ECF246, since their response regulator is fused to a transcriptional regulator. 457 Future analysis of members ECF246 could determine whether the putative anti-σ factor and/or the two- On top of these proteins, we found that some ECF groups contain conserved transcriptional 470 regulators encoded in their genetic contexts, such as TetR-like repressors, which appear in groups with 471 anti-σ factors (ECF125) and, remarkably, in ECF203, which lacks any obvious regulator (Fig. 6D) . 472
Given the lack of characterized members of ECF203, it is unclear whether this TetR repressor 473 regulates the expression of members of ECF203 or is part of their response. In favor of the former, 474 members of ECF203 do not seem to be auto-regulated, given the lack of a conserved (predicted) 475 target promoter motif (Table S2 ). Other transcriptional regulators include LysR-and MerR-like 476 repressors, which appear in several ECF groups associated with anti-σ factors (Fig. 6D) . 477 A total of 16 ECF groups are not linked to any of the above-mentioned regulators (Fig. 7) , inspiring 478 us to predict novel, putative regulators of ECF activity. So far, only three of the 16 groups have 479 experimentally addressed members, namely ECF228, ECF282 and ECF114. SigP from 480
Porphyromonas gingivalis (ECF228s7) is only present in measurable concentrations when stabilized 481 by direct interaction with the response regulator PorX from the two-component system PorXY (44). 482
Even though response regulators are not conserved in the genetic context of members of ECF228 483 ( Fig. 7) , it is possible that members of ECF228 are unstable and require other proteins as chaperons. 484
In the case of the novel group ECF282, to O 2 and promotes oxidative stress protection and hemin uptake (47). Even though it is speculated 492 that SigH is transcriptionally activated (47), no transcription factor in charge of this task has been 493 identified. 494 14 Given that the genetic neighborhood of the remaining 13 groups does not feature canonical ECF 495 regulators, but other conserved elements (Fig. 7) , we speculated about their putative function. 496
However, a general issue of this analysis is that it is hard to discriminate whether these elements are 497 regulators and/or targets of ECF activity, suggesting that both options should be considered in 498 downstream experimental analyses. Interestingly, we found new putative regulators/targets of 499 regulation of the original groups ECF54 and ECF130. ECF54 is encoded in close proximity to a protein 500 with a 4Fe-4S cluster, whereas ECF130 is encoded in proximity to a helix-turn-helix (HTH) containing 501 protein (Fig. 7) . Since HTH motifs are usually related to DNA binding, this protein could be a new type 502 of transcriptional factor involved in transcriptional control of members of ECF130. A similar case is 503 found in the new group ECF201, which is usually co-encoded with HTH proteins in position -1 (Fig. 7) . 504
Another interesting case is found in members of ECF237, which contain several "killing trait" proteins 505 (Pfam: PF11757) in their vicinity (Fig. 7) . These domains were described for RebB, one of the three 506 proteins necessary for the assembly of R-bodies in the Paramecium endosymbiont Caedibacter 507 taeniospiralis (48). Given the absence of conservation for the rest of the proteins from the R-body and 508 the presence of several copies of the killer domain in members of ECF237 (which are mainly present in 509
Bacteroidetes unrelated to the alphaproteobacterium C. taeniospirails), it is possible that proteins with 510 this domain have an alternative function, not related to R-body assembly, but potentially involved in 511 controlling ECF activity. Lastly, members of ECF286 and ECF292 share genetic neighborhood with 512 several copies of Asp23 proteins (Pfam: PF03780) ( Fig. 7) . Asp23 is one of the most abundant 513 proteins of Staphylococcus aureus and its deletion leads to upregulation of the cell wall stress 514 response (49). Therefore, Asp23 proteins could be acting as a new type of anti-σ factor that regulate 515 the activity of members of ECF286 and ECF292. 516 517 Discussion 518 This work unifies, refines and greatly expands previous ECF classification efforts. Thanks to its two-519 tiered clustering approach, it provides a high-resolution view of the ECF family. ECF subgroups, 520 composed of closely related proteins, are further hierarchically clustered into 157 ECF groups, defined 521 on the basis of a common genetic neighborhood, which indicates a similar mode of regulation. As part 522 of the in silico characterization of ECF groups, we predicted their putative regulators, their target 523 promoter motifs and their most likely function (Supplementary Text 1 and Table S2 ). As already 524 observed for the previous classification, these predictions are biologically meaningful in that they 525 correctly reflect results of experimentally studied members, whenever available. The comprehensive 526 description of the ECF groups serves as a source of testable hypotheses that will support the 527 experimental description of new ECFs, which will lead, in turn, to more precise and detailed group 528 descriptions. 529 Furthermore, the fine-grained resolution of the ECF family and the great enrichment in 530 phylogenetically diverse proteins allows for the application of in silico prediction tools for individual 531 groups. These types of analyses have led to the finding of functional differences between the C-532 terminal extensions from ECF41 and ECF42 (26), where C-termini from ECF41 had an inhibitory role 533 over ECF activity, while ECF42's were essential for transcriptional activation (26). These results were 534 only possible due to the large number of sequences present in these groups, with >12,000 and 535 >10,000 in ECF41 and ECF42, respectively (26). 536
The new ECF classification presented in this work has changes with respect to the founding 537 classifications. Even though 62 of the 94 original groups are preserved, 21 are merged, five were 538 ungrouped, and three each were scattered or present in the new classification but composing only 539 small parts of their new group (Table 1 ). The new ECF groups are monophyletic clades of the ECF 540 phylogenetic tree, that are subdivided into hierarchically-distributed ECF subgroups. This high-541 resolution, comprehensive classification provides advantages with respect to partial updates. One 542 example comes from ECF54 and ECF58, identified in two different works (4, 5) and in two phyla, 543
Actinobacteria and Planctomycetes, respectively. Within our ECF tree, these two groups are direct 544 neighbors with a bootstrap support value of 17, indicating a significant protein similarity between them. 545
None of them has a putative anti-σ factor or any other clear regulator, and they contain different 546 elements in their genetic context (Fig. 7) . These results suggest that ECF58 and ECF54 have the 547 same origin, but they evolved independently in Actinobacteria and Planctomycetes, acquiring the 548 regulation of different genes in their genetic neighborhood. What remains unclear is whether the 549 regulation of members of ECF54 and ECF58 has common features, as expected for ECFs with a 550 common origin. 551
As part of the description of ECF groups, we analyzed their most likely regulators and the types of 552 putative anti-σ factors encoded in their genetic neighborhood (Fig. 6 ). Most of the predicted anti-σ 553 factors are highly specific for their own groups (Fig. 6F ). Exceptions occur in neighboring ECF groups, 554 e.g. in the FecI-like clade (ECF239 to ECF243) or in the clade formed by groups ECF214, ECF18 and 555 ECF19, indicating co-evolution between ECF and anti-σ factor sequences. The general lack of the 556 same type of anti-σ factors in neighboring groups reflects their large diversity and their specificity, 557 which has been exploited for the construction of orthogonal genetic circuits (28). Anti-σ factors are not 558 the only genes conserved in the genetic context of ECF σ factors. In this study, we identified the ECF 559 groups associated to other known ECF regulators such a C-terminal and N-terminal extensions, two-560 component systems, serine/threonine kinases (7), and other regulators such as TetR repressors (Fig.  561   6 ). 562
One important insight of this work is that ECF groups controlled by several regulatory layers are 563 more common than originally thought. For instance, members of ECF121 are dually regulated by anti-σ 564 factors and N-terminal extensions, some members of ECF12 are regulated by both anti-σ factors and 565 alternative promoters that generate an unstable longer versions of the ECF σ factor (38) and members 566 of ECF18 and ECF19 are not only regulated by RskA-like anti-σ factors, but also by a pair of 567 conserved cysteine residues known to form a disulphide bridge that senses oxidative stress in SigK 568 from M. tuberculosis (ECF19s1) (50). While these regulatory layers have only been deciphered for a 569 few well-studied ECF σ factors, they might point towards a broader means of regulation also 570 16 implemented in additional ECF groups. For instance, several ECF groups feature conserved cysteine 571 residues potentially able to form disulphide bridges (Table S2) , and members of ECF267 contain both 572 a FecR-like anti-σ factor and a conserved protein kinase in their genomic neighborhood. Given their 573 multi-layered regulation, abundance and diversity, we suggest that ECF σ factors have higher signal 574 integration capabilities than previously anticipated. 575
With an average of approx. 10 ECFs per genome, these regulators are more abundant than 576 previously thought (1) . Confirming previous reports (1, 5, 51) , we find that the number of ECFs is 577 proportional to genome size (Fig. S1) , with species thriving in diverse environments typically featuring 578 larger genomes that provide them with the ability to sense and respond to a variety of external signals. 579
One example is the bacterium Sorangium cellulosum So0157-2, which features a genome that is more 580 than 1Mbp larger than its close relative S. cellulosum So ce56, allowing the former to adapt to alkaline 581 conditions (51). Accordingly, the number of ECFs in S. cellulosum So0157-2 (82 ECFs) is significantly 582 larger than in S. cellulosum So ce56 (70 ECFs), emphasizing the increased regulatory capacity 583 incurred by genome expansion. Among the ECF groups acquired exclusively in S. cellulosum So0157-584 2, we found ECF03 (one extra member), ECF26 (one extra member), ECF41 (two extra members) and 585 ECF56 (one extra member). ECF03 and ECF26 are novel acquisitions present in S. cellulosum 586 So0157-2 but not in S. cellulosum So ce56. Indeed, members of ECF03 are mainly present in 587
Bacteroidetes (Table S2) , and could have been acquired by horizontal gene transfer. However, this 588 protein is not overexpressed under alkaline conditions (51), indicating that this ECF is either not 589 autoregulated, or not responsible for alkaline resistance in S. cellulosum So0157-2. In contrast, the 590 additional member of ECF26 contained in S. cellulosum So0157-2 is overexpressed at pH 10 (51) and 591 could therefore be part of the alkaline resistance observed for S. cellulosum So0157-2. This ECF 592 belongs to ECF26s1, which shares a conserved genetic neighborhood with a catalase (-1 from the 593 ECF coding sequence) and a cytochrome b561 (position -2). Whether ECF26 or any other of these 594
ECFs provides S. cellulosum So0157-2 with alkaline resistance needs further investigation. 595
The search of ECF σ factors presented in this work has some limitations related to the quality 596 filters that we applied during the ECF retrieval. These filters limit the diversity of the extracted 597 sequences, while ensuring that the collected proteins function as real ECF Names of original ECF groups are maintained for groups with the same characteristics. When several 723 original groups are represented in an ECF group or the ECF group has no significant similarity to any 724 original group, the name of this ECF group follows the pattern ECF2XX, standing for ECF classification 725 2.0, where XX is a running number assigned according to the position in the phylogenetic tree (Fig. 4) . 726
For instance, ECF201 is closer to the base of the tree than ECF260. Subgroups are referred with the 727 name of the ECF group they are part of, followed by 's', standing for subgroup, followed by a running 728 number that increases for decreasing subgroup size. For instance, subgroups ECF02s1 (ECF02 729 subgroup 1) and ECF02s2 (ECF02 subgroup 2) are both part of group ECF02, and s1 contains more 730 non-redundant proteins than s2. Subgroups that are not part of any ECF group are named 'ECFs' 731 followed by a running number according to their position in the phylogenetic tree. 732
Clustering validation 733
Groups and subgroups were evaluated according to the performance of their HMMs, built from the 734 concatenated σ 2 and σ 4 domains of the constituting protein sequences. These HMMs were used to 735 score proteins from all groups or subgroups. Bit-scores below the reporting threshold were considered 736 to be equal to 0. The average score of members of each group against each HMM was normalized by 737 dividing by the score of the group against its own HMM. The average normalized scores are plotted in 738 a heatmap (Fig. S2A) . We validated the subgroups by generating 100 randomly permutated sets of 739 proteins with the same size distribution as the subgroups (Fig. 3F) . The mean average k-tuple distance 740 in the permutated data was 0.79±0.01, whereas this value was 0.29±0.11 for ECF subgroups. The 741 difference between the distributions of average pairwise k-tuple distances of ECF subgroups and 742 permutated clusters was statistically significant (two-tailed Student's t-test p-value < 1e-16). 743
Furthermore, we evaluated the support of the branches of the phylogenetic tree by running 100 744 bootstrap replicates, as implemented in IQ-TREE (59). As a further plausibility test, we verified the 745 agreement between original and new classification (Fig. 4) . 746
Classification of proteins against ECF clusters 747
In order to classify proteins against original groups and new groups/subgroups, we derived two bit-748 score cut-offs for each group/subgroup: (i) The trusted cut-off is defined as the minimum bit-score 749 achieved by a true member of a group/subgroup, whereas (ii) the noise cut-off is the maximum bit-750 score achieved by all ECFs that are non-members of this group/subgroup. Trusted and noise cut-offs 751 provide the first step in the evaluation of the membership of a protein against a group/subgroup. Then, 752
we obtained the probability that a protein belongs to a cluster using a logistic fit, as described in (68). 753
First, we represented in the x-axis the bit-score and in the y-axis the probability that a bit-score is 754 produced by a real member of the group/subgroup under evaluation, this is 1 for members and 0 for 755 non-members. We fitted the data to a logistic regression describing the transition of the bit scores from 756 non-members to members of a cluster (Fig. S5) These parameter values are available for groups, subgroups and original groups (Table S5 ). Some 764 small subgroups could not to be fitted. In that case, the probability is considered 1 if the protein has a 765 bit score larger that the trusted cut-off and it does not match any other subgroup, or 0 otherwise. The 766 selection of a unique probability threshold was carried out with a ROC curve, using the members of the 767 group/subgroup as true positives and members of all other groups/subgroups as true negatives. This 768 probability threshold, together with trusted and noise cut-offs, and fitting parameters of the logistic 769 curve are available for groups, subgroups and original groups (Table S5) . 770
In the classification process itself only protein sequences stripped to their σ 2 and σ 4 domains were 771 used. The regions of these domains were defined by the HMMER envelope region of the highest 772 scoring hit of their respective Pfam models. In a first step of the classification only the 773 groups/subgroups against which the bit-score of a protein is higher than the trusted cut-off (or the noise 774 cut-off if none exceeds the trusted cut-off) are considered as putative groups/subgroups. In a second 775 step, the protein is assigned to the cluster with the highest probability, calculated with the logistic curve 776 of each cluster, only if this probability is higher than the ROC-optimized probability threshold. 777
Promoter motif prediction 778
Since ECFs often auto-regulate their own transcription, their putative target promoters can be predicted 779 from the regions upstream of the operon in which the ECF is encoded. To this end we searched for 780 conserved bipartite nucleotide motifs in the 200 base pairs (bp) upstream of the ECF operon, by 781 executing BioProspector (69) with the parameters '-W 7 -w 5 -G 18 -g 15 -n 150 -d 1', as previously 782 described (28). Operons were considered to be the set of coding sequences transcribed in the same 783 direction as the ECF and with an intergenic distance shorter than 50 bp. Only the highest scoring motif 784 of each input sequences was further considered. The region containing the -35 and -10 motifs in 785 addition to ±10 bp up-and downstream is represented in a sequence logo produced by WebLogo 3 786 (70). 787
ECF group analysis 788
For the analysis of ECF group characteristics we included only proteins from 'representative' and 789 'reference' genomes as defined by NCBI (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), thereby reducing the bias 790 towards frequently sequenced organisms. Only RefSeq assemblies were considered when both 791
RefSeq and GenBank assemblies are available. To define coherent ECF groups and to elucidate the 792 putative function of members of each group, we analyzed the protein domain composition of the 793 proteins encoded in a distance of ±10 coding sequences from the ECFs coding sequence. First, we 794 22 queried these proteins against the HMMs of Pfam 31.0 (63) . For every protein, we only considered the 795 non-overlapping Pfam domains with the lowest (best) E-value, leading to a set of specific domains 796 (which we define as the 'domain architecture') for each protein in the genomic neighborhood of the 797 ECF. For each ECF subgroup we analyzed the conservation of the domain architecture in specific 798 positions up-and downstream of the ECF. A domain architecture is defined as conserved if it appears 799 in more than 75% of the genomic contexts of an ECF subgroup. To avoid biases due to low number of 800 ECFs, we only analyzed the genetic context of subgroups with more than 10 ECFs. 801
For anti-σ factor identification we used (i) Pfam domains of known anti-σ factors, (ii) detectable 802 sequence similarity to anti-σ factors of the founding classification (1) and (iii) presence of 803 transmembrane helices, as described in the following. Most of the anti-σ factors cannot be predicted 804 due to the lack of Pfam domains that describe them. Therefore, we used the anti-σ factors retrieved by 805
(1) as the database to query candidate anti-σ factors using BLAST (71) with an E-value < 0.01. 806
Moreover, since anti-σ factors are usually transmembrane proteins, we predicted the presence of 807 transmembrane helices using the consensus prediction of TopCons (61). In cases where the presence 808 of the transmembrane helix was not clear, we aligned the sequences of the putative anti-σ factors to 809 determine the presence of conserved hydrophobic regions likely to be transmembrane domains. Since 810 anti-σ factors are usually located in positions ±2 from the ECF coding sequence, those were the main 811 positions we focused our search on. 812 813
